
CONTACT REPORT

Meeting with AECASS0WARY/2 and AmAssowARYAmmor/il

1. Circumstances of Meeting: 	 t the AECASSOWARIES at 1330

for lunch in New York and from the restaurant we went back to my hotel

roam where we talked until about 2100, taking a brief break for a

light supper. On December 5 I met AECAS/2 again 0900 and we talked in my

hotel room until lunch which we took together in a nearby restaurant.

We parted at approximately 1420. The purposes of the meeting was to

review general policy and major problems and to discuss prospects for

future operations.

2. Comments on U. S. Policy on Ukrainian Nationalism: AECAS/2

reviewed the history of his relations with us by mentioning that they had

begun with our support to the organization in 'working with the Ukrainian

underground in the early 1950's. After the underground organization ceased

to be effective a Covert Action approach0 was adopted in 1954 and the

organization began to look toward perpetuating itself in the future,

realizing that its role as the foreign representation of the Tunderground

government was no longer viable. This new approach involved the sending into

the Ukraine of contactsfor agiation . andpropaganda work and for propaganda

through cther media in the West. For thei,first several years of the

new campaign the Soviets did not respond to it in the hopes that the

Americans would drop their support. But after three or four year's the

Soviets began to respond, because in AECAS/2 opinion, the impact on Soviet

Ukrainian became todstrong to overlook. Until 1959 there was a radio

program in Greece which was discontinued at the time of the Camp David

Meetings between Khruahchev and President Eisenhower. Other Ukrainian

organizations, most importantly the OUN under Stezko had radio broadcasts

from Belgium. For a time also propaganda balloons were used but were

discontinued some years ago too. AT present the main media used for

propaganda are books, the information bulletin and other material mailed

into the Soviet Union. For a long time there were no responses from Soviet

recipients and then in 1961 numerous copies were sent from allegedly

Indignant recipients in the Soviet Union to the embassies of the countries
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from which they had been mailed. In October 1962 the next evidence of

receipt was encountered when three letters arrived written in the Russian
were

language/from Brest. There were comments on an information bulletin

concerning Rusian-Ukrainian relations and had been mailed to Ukrainians,

Belo-Russians and to Russians. The three letters returned the copy

to the bulletin mailed to them and contained comments accusing the authors

of being hierlings of imperialism, etc but did not attempt to refute

the content of the bulletin. AECAS/2 interprets this response as possibly
etic

indicating receipt by people who were to Some degree sympath/ with the

message of the bulletin_but covered themselves by sending it back with

abusive epithets attached. In September 1962 a new selection of addresses

was used for the mailing program and it is planned to send a bulletin to

them and to libraries and otherA institutions. It is hard to get ahold of

new addresses; however, the& only sources being newspapers and telephone

books, the latter including Kiev, L i vov, Odessa (official addresses only),

Moscow, Donbas, Minsk, Baku, Vinnitsa. They have picked up about 700

new addresses, mainly from newspapers, which are from village areas.

They have mailed in the course of the current year thirteen booklets

and a bulletin in three to three and a half thousand copies. There have
- ....	 .....	 ,

been about fifteen references to it in the Soviet press which do not use

the titles but referAX to the contents in abusive terms. In the "progressive'
an

newspapers in the United States/ Canada, the UBVR Bulletin is also

attacked. The progressive newspapers printed alleged extracts from

provincial Soviet Ukrainian newspapers, including five open letters

criticising the UHVR.

3. Current Status: AECAS/2 thinks that it would be wise now to send

more material than before because Soviet-Ukrianiam—are increasingly intereste

in the emigration and, in view of the relaxation in the USSR are more able

to indulge zi-elitaide-imterestes that interest. AECAS/2 maintains that
carries

materials received from outside the USSR/sews more weight than material

printed within it among Soviet-pkrainians and that such material can
in

teach the people what they should striRve for/the future. He said that they

expected no immediate results but believed that a constant assertion of the
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importance of Ukrainian Nationalism will eVentually have a measurable

impact. He cited as examples of what Thad happened already the Soviet

ceremonies and celebrations of the 100th anniversary of the death

of Shevchenko. The emigration and, primarily the AECASSOWARIES, began

to celebrate Shevchenko's anniversary and the Soviets were forced to

pick it up because of Soviet-Ukrainian interests. The United States

newspapers mentioned the event and collections of Shevehenko l s works and

correspondences were published. Due to the large of personal correspondence

between emigre Ukrainians and those in the homeland word of these events

got through to the USSR which after dragging its heels finally went ahead

with a celebration of its own. The Ukrainian emigration also organize d

the placing of a monument in Washington, D. C. to Shevchenko. After that

Announcement had been made, another one came from Kiev saying that they

too were going to have a Shevchenko monument. Now the Soviets have learned

their lesson and have already proposed to UNESCO that certain remembrance

be made of the 150th anniversary of Shevchenko's birth. Further evidence

is found in the publication of the emigre Ukrainian Encyclopedia which was

printed in Paris beginning in 1949. The Soviets had to follow sit again

and beginning in 1956 or 57 began to put out the Soviet Ukrainian

Encyclopedia. They were pressed to do so by the Soviet-Ukrainian

Intelligencia which was able to convince Soviet authorities that it must be
im

done to keep Soviet-Ukrainians from being overly/aepressed by the intel-

lectuals accomplishments of Ukrainian emigres. The final example was that
cA-ce.1	 . al

the secretary fe of the Ukrainian Communist Party-. Suchastnst' the
'	 A

source of an ideological diversion which was influencing Soviet Ukrainian

writers. AECAS/2 also noted that Prime Minister DiefenbOer of Canada

had been regularly criticised in the USSR since his speech favoring

Ukrainian nationalism.

4. Channels through which to work and information needed to use them:

AECAS/2 suggested that balloons be revised and radio propaganda

encouraged. He felt that internal mailings should be stepped up and men-

tioned thatsdresses in Ukrainian cities were acutely needed for the mailing

program. He said that he thought the use of tourists and others in contact



operations was less important than the other media he mentioned. However,

there are some opportunities that needs particularly to be exploited for

contact. On erchki Street in New York there is a store, the name of which

he will pass to Ann, where goods are sold to Soviets at 50% off of normal

price. The existence of this store is known to Soviets Who visit New York

and recently of Uzbeks visiting there asked a gtide to take Orchid Street

where they bought suits and other things. He feels this institution can be

employed as one through which books and brochures can be made available to

Soviets that-have-pledged at a place they will certainly visit. He feels

that it is important to 19 get in better touch with the young Ukrainian

Intelligencia, particularly through the Ukrainian Academy of Science.

He plans to try to intiate and exchange of periodicals and books on

Ukrainian literature especially, concentrating on literary articles and

essays, on poetry and on new versions of Ukrainian classic literature.

He thinks it might be possible to work through libraries in the United

States to inaugurate such exchanges and to use the library to library

channels also for distributing such items as a new collection of
on the

document/et Borotbysty. To change the pattern in mailing he also thinks

that it can be done from countries not previously used, such as Japan.

5. Addition to earlier comments on evidence of reception of letters:

To February 1961 the AECASSOWARIES Xreceived letters regularly from the

USSR. Some of these favored the nationalists line and some were against it.

Then in February 1961 there was no more lettersrnrother evidence of

receipt until the letters were sent to Western embassies. Then after that

flurry nothing more until the recent letters received from Brest.

6. Ey commitments to assist on certain projects,' informed AECAS/2

that I would try to find some new addresses througla sources avaiable in

Washington, that I would check on whether some of the mailing might be done

from different countries, such as Japan, that I would try to find out if

there is any new information on clandestine printing and duplicating

techniques that might be used by persons on the inside for the distribution

of propaganda and that I could see whether it might be possible to mail

a few letters internally in the USSR.
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7. AECAS/17 Comments on Channels for literature: Library exchange is

a good method for reaching internal audiences on non-political subjects
not

and / particularly literature. The use of channels through the peoples'.

democracies, particularly Poland is also important. They send a considerable

amount of material to Poland now mainly curtural and literary items and

get a high rate of response. I urged them to pay even more attention as a

poSSible channel. AECAS/17 also mentioned circularizing Soviets in the West,

both Ukrainians and otherwise. I said I would try to get them addresses

and that category also.

8. Concerning•the Current Levelend Content of Personal Correspondence:
are

Both AECASSES said that personal letters these days have/much franker than

they have been citing as extreme examples the two letters from the Livov

which reported on the attempt to assaainate Khrushchev. The AECASSOWARIES

influenced the content of some of this correspondence and many persons

in the West writing to relatives in the Ukraine include not only their own

comments but clippings from American news media and AECAS handouts.

Correspondence in the Ukraine sometimes write back that they weli14-161ah

wish such eeriacomments would not be quite so strong.

9. Concerning the Assassination Attempt: AECAS/2 mentimed that the

letters allegeding the assassination attempt said that it occurred in

Gorodetska Ulitsa. The attempt was engineered by military officers who

mind the street and X tried to blow it up under Khrushchev's passing

autKomobile. As a consequence Gorodetska Ulitsa, haS;been torn up to see

whether any other explosives were concealed beneath it. As confirmatory

evidence, AECAS/2 said a recent letter which did not refer to the

assassination attempt mentioned that Gorodetska Ulitsa was still torn up

in July of this year. He suggested that vertification of whether the streets

were still torn up would be a clue as to the reliablity of the information

concerning the assassination attempt. EXZEDEKKEIXWEEDENX

10. Concerning Poland as a Channel for Contact and Propaganda: There

are siXXteen Polish-Ukrainian students studying in Kiev University now.

They go back and forth between Eland and the Soviet Union frequently.
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They are concerned to learn Ukrainian and not Russian. There are also

teachers exchanged between Poland and the Ukraine, presumably for the

higher grades of pre-college training period. These exchanges offer the

possibilities of:

1. Sending material to Poland, not by Postal channels
but other means which could then be passed on into
the Ukraine.

2. To help the Polish students with ,,gifts, money, etc
and to meet them and use them as contacts directly.

3. To work toward establishing contacts with the Poles
as links to the Ukrainians by sending people to Poland
in the summer, exchange students or otherwise.

11. I told AECAS/2 that I would check with our Polish people on the

matter but that the idea seems pretty good to me. He mentioned that there

is a Ukrainian newspaper published in Warsaw called the "Nbve Slovo"

which in general reflects the outlook of other Polish newspapers; i.e.,

much more tolerant and liberal than Soviet newspapers. Nove Slovo is

eagerly sought for in the Ukraine. AECAS/2 thinks it is possible to

support "Nove Slovo" and use it to pass on messages to the Ukraine.

He said that, although it must necessarily function with the support of

the Polish government that it is very hard up and amenable to influence

from persons Who support it withjia, of course, very strict limits.

Among other types of files, the AECASSES keep their information up to

date on Ukrainians and other persons of interest in Poland, especially

students, There are sixty or seventy Ukrainian-Polish students on whom

they have fairly extensive information and twelve or so former UPA

members also in Poland. They sayX the Vatican has probably the best

contacts via Poland into the Ukraine through the Vasilevskiy Monks.

The Veele*eir±y Order was formerly that which was in charge of monasteries

and many churches in the Western Ukraine just before World War II. There

are Vasilevskiy Monks attached to the Polish Church now whose main mission

it is to help the priests and ex-priests in the Pkraine. AECAS/2 thinks

they have a ged good deal 1-ef-imee of information on what is happRea-

happened in the Ukraine to priests and nuns or those who were forced to
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renounce their faith openly but keep it in private. The Vasilevskiy

Order is however very difficult to get any information from and the only

serious possibility would be the Vatican in Rome. AECAS/2 mentioned

that the Catholic Biship who was killed by the Soviet Secret Police

in an alleged automobile accident in 1948 was named Romzha.

12. ?	 Organization of the Prolog Index: The Prolog Index of

persons is kept by name only. It has cards for all persons that the

AECASES think might be of interest in Poland, in the USSR and outside.

Names are put into the index whenever there seems to be a need to do so,

but not by any particular elp criteria. The selections from the index

are by other indicators than name can only be done from memory and by

searching at random. To seek information on Ukrainians beyond that in

their files the AECASES rely on personal contacts working out through

the entire Ukrainian communisty in the U. S. and Canada as well as

Western Europe. The channels of contact based on old friendships,

common places of origin and family ties as well as organizational contacts

extend well beyond the political spectrum of Prolog to include both

pro-Soviet elements in the Ukrainian emigration and those who think

of Prolog as far too liberal. Gentaetli -eperatiens - in -eemme

13. Contact Operations: In commenting on the AECASES review of their

plans as if I were more ooncerned with contact operations than other types.

I said that we might think in terms of sending in representatives from

Prolog who would be comp/tely unaware of AIS sponsorship. They could be

used for making contacts on the inside in the name of Ukrainian Nationalism

y•'
whieh with no other connotations. AECAS/2 mentioned a nun4Livov

who would be particularly important to contacts by such means. They

replied that in order to do more contact imp operations they would need

more people to do them and more information on who was coming to countries
in
ite which they have people as far% as contact operations in the West go.

Then they raised the major question of what answer could be given to

Seviet -WIchai- Soviet-Ukrainians concerning U. S. policy on the Ukr4ain—e9
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l4. Comments Concerning U. S. Policy on the Ukraine: Both AECASES

placed great emphasis on the importance of U. S. Policy and reviewed the

history of their organizations work with the U. S. Government in that

regard. The last affirmation they-save g had received of continuing

Ti. S. interest in Ukrainian nationalism was in 1959. AECAS/2 said that

he wanted assurance that the same policy continued I said that it did and

that I would verify the matter again with the Department of State. I

tried to point out that basically U. S. policy suffered from a lack of

concern for the problem rather than because it was genuinely dedicated

to ea championing the policy of Russification for the USSR. Specifically

AECAS/2 wanted to know where the United States stood in regard to the

independence of the Ukraine with regard internal political action inside

the Ukraine advocating Ukrainian independence and with regard to the

action of emigre groups advocating the same policy. I told him that

there were a few things that we have done and void try to do again

to make the awarenews of the problem fep more explicit in U. S. official

pronouncements. I said I would try again to emphasize the importance

of using the phrase"Soviet peoples' in official statements and would

check on the significance of the reference in the Secretary 0—

of State's letter concerning the "traditional part of Russia"

in referring to the Ukraine and Georgia.

15. Specific Contact Possibilities: In reviewing specific

contact possibilities with AECASSOWARY/2 on 5 December, he

mentioned a man in Cleveland who has a family in Lvov. There is

a niece of the family also resident in Cleveland who is ready

to visit the Ukraine. Ann has the name and AECASSOWARY/2 thinks

it's an interesting possibility. Concerning the students in

New Ycrk he mentioned Bohachevska and her contact with Korottch.

Apparently there was a real spark XXXXXH struck between them at

Helsinki and B has delayed her marriage for the time being until

she figures out what Korotich means to her. B and another girl

named Sonya (Lnu) (presumably Ann knows who this is) would like to



be eXchange students either to Poland or the Ukraine. Sonya might

be a!possibility. She's studying history at Columbia and has

appli d to the exchange program. Concerning Hanetska, she would

like o get a new passport before going to Lvov to avoid having

to display a passport with so many visas and border stamps in it,

parti ularly those of the U. S. Hanetska hopes to get an

inv9 tion from a girl in Lvov to use for her visit. AECAS/2

now	 rees with me that H should not take in any clandestine

comm ication materials and I agreed with him that she might

take in a verbal message of sorts. Concerning the sailor,

AECA$ 2's father said recently that he had seen the family but

did 1.ót, of course, make any reference to the operational

aspe4s of the problem. AECAS/2 thinks there are one or two

other perople in the Lvov area that really must be contacted

If ad he feels we should run some risk if necessary to do so.

He a so thinks it would be a good idea to send young emigre

XiXXIII writers to Kiev to look up their opposite numbers.

Concgrning contacts in the U. S. AECAS/2 is going to begin trying

to g	 some of his people in contact with Dmiterko of the Soviet

UN delrgation. Dmiterko is editor of a Ukrainian magazine in

Kiev.
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mentioned Kosach's acquisition of citizenship as indicative along
-

those lines. Kos'iach, for certain, has contact with Dmiterko and

a useful source of information. Concerning several of

e points, I said that I was most in favor of the idea of

on the literature exchange and sending an emigre writer to

well as trying to develop personal correspondences.

More on Dmiterko: AECAS/2 would like to take an$ active

to Dmiterko and possibly to other Soviets of Ukrainian

the U. S. He mentioned the idea of sending a Ukrainian

or art book to Dmiterko with a request for an interview

p a personal relationship. Such a channel could then be

ass a personal note in which Dmiterko would be told that
will

CAS/2 or someone Citail want to discuss a private matter.

private confrontation could be arranged, AECAS/2 would
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y frank talk about the problems of the Ukraine today and
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either Yale or Princeton and was contacted by a Canadian
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memberli)f Parliament of Urkainian origin. Naydida expressed great

fear “Ithe contact and it seems not to have gone further. CAS/2's

hope i6hat he can get in closer touch with these people using an

intermiediary to have a private party and invite the Soviet there at

which time a confidential keititaktMai conversation could be held
0

between the Soviet and CAS/2.

1! Other contacts: The woman in Dar-ES-Sallam is in
him and

contint4ng correspondence with U3201 ready to hepp in any way she can.

She hal reported that recently a Soviet professor came through Dar-

Es-Sall4m who seems to have made a pretty good 'impression locally.

RisiXtaiN$IXXXXt Fortunately that was counteracted to some degree

by a viliting team of Hungarian emigres who were showing films of the

1956 upi ising to expose Soviet colonialism. She also reported that

a Pole rom Poland had written a letter to the umpulaxixx Tangan4an

governt nt exposing Soviet colonialism and warning the Tanganyikans

that th y should not run the risk of being trapped by the Soviets.

She kn s who it was that sent the letter from Poland. Her husband

knows t e writer tflapersonally. The writer is an ex-General Anders

officer who visited Africa five years ago as an official Polish

Governml nt representative. Now he is sending XX a violently anti-!
comm nist letter there. The letter itself was not signed but the

woman was certain she knew who wrote it.

19 	 Concerning the Spanish;of Prolog  I told CAS/2 that I was

very soinry that we simply could not support it further. I said that

we had ioped to find support among those in charge of propaganda

in Lati American and had been given considerable encouragement

initial ly but that at present the Latin American people were unable

to put Money into it. I urged him to take advantage of any other

sources of funds he might find available.

201, Concerning AECASSOWARY/29: CAS/2 thinks it is important

that soeone be in Europe. He thinks that CAS/29 is willing to stay,

but doe need to see his son who is retarded and a problem of

concerno his father each year. This means their home trip Efda

H



to the U. S.of two or three months in duration each year. I 1old

CAS/2 that we really could not underwrite a trip every year and

either he would have to stay there for a longer period of titè or

that we'd have to find some other way to do it. IKKIXIMXi*Ita

The alternativeMin g seemed to be either that the trip be coered

otherwise by Prolog or paid for through the pay increase or ttiat

CAS/29 stay in Brussels or that he come home and stay home.

allowed as how it seemed to me that perhaps we should find a riew man

to replace him in Europe although I did not want to make a de9ision

in XXXXXtaX the matter at that moment. In regard to CAS/29's

activities, CAS/2 mentioned his contacts with Zelenko in Lond

through whom the repirt on the traveler to Lugansk was receiv

a contact with Hanetska in Austria and a contact with a man i

Sweden who was responsible for the Rovno report. He also tho g t

he was doing something with Ukrainian students in Paris and o

course had started off the French vertion of the Digest of th

Ukrainian press. CAS/2 thinks that he should visit Italy and Spain.

In Italy - to visit the Vatican and try to establish contact iith

Ya-stlevOskiy--monks and in Spain to look up the Ukrainian stu 'ents
IMAtig

studying at the University of Madrid. CAS/2 xxxxxxxxxxxitxxxx

Vataillti thought A/29 should also make a trip to Holland. He iinks

that he should be in touch with every major Ukrainian communi y in

Mi(Wid Europe. Basically I approved of these ideas as genera

strategy although I made no specific commitments. CAS/2 prop sed

one candidate to replace CAS/29 in Eumope and that would be
't0)1(Father Mikhailo Klortlan who was working with the AIS and has s rice

been itaxxxx released. He was in France and is currently wher labouts

are not clearly known to CAS/2. He suggested I check with Stve Roll

who knows. ICI	 has informed me that Koran is now *forking

with the Germans.)) At one time Korian had written to CAS/2 a#ing

for help and CAS/2 had agreed to send him $15 a month. Korte'did

current

9d,

not answer the letter. He doubts that he is really free but F he is
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he woul be a good man. I. 	 has contacts with other intelligence
should

service	 however, CAS/2 agreed that he MUM not be used by us.

21. Concerning salaries for Prolog.  employeees: I mentioned

the ide that it would be better if we could do so IRXWMOIXIdXXXVit

to have ewer employees and pay them more and expect better results.

He thor ghly agreed with the idea and said that there was a

conside ble tiNXXXXINI/X)tX problem in the way the charter for Prolog 

had bee drawn up. By way of comparative salaries now, he mentioned

that th VOA was currently offering $6,800 to $8,500 a year for

straigh translation from English into Ukrainian. He said that this

was an	 y job to do, much less demanding than Prolog work and

certain	 it paid much better. He KIKX felt that it should be

in a po tion to compete with such offers. He said that the main

problem as that the charter of the organization now required a

five-ma board to pass on all personnel actions. He hopes that

maybe	 charter can be changed to include only three members instead

of five	 d would therefore give him a greater degree of control.

The cur ent members of the board are CAS/2, CAS/P	 -)?),
Cc\5

y, Geerge, and	 --ev, who is in Germany/ He felt that if

U1.9.4R-.

to brin

the old

He also

simplif d. On these matters and also that of the new office I told
with

him tha	 would review what could be done/and let him know.

;
chan ged	 a.

d perhaps 14*-i-wev the matter could be handled. As it is,

someone new into the organization and pay him more than

but less effective members would be extremely difficult.

oped that the very complicated bookkeeping system could be

it coul Axxxxxxxxxxxxax be ch 	 d to himself andXK4K and Dr 


